
AIM Forms 
AIM Mobile Technology

Your single source 
for accessible mobile 
document and  
form libraries

Your Single Source for 
Asset Identification

MSI’s Asset Identification Products and Services 

Marking Services improves and standardizes the identification of hazards and components 
to promote safer work environments and minimize downtime due to errors or accidents. MSI 
organizes the critical elements of each plant’s unique asset information, developing specific 
design, engineering, material fabrication and installation methods on major construction projects 
as well as existing plants.

A single point of responsibility for the implementation of all pipe labeling, valve tagging, and 
equipment identification, we help our customers manage their facilities better; achieving 
long-term cost savings associated with faster, more efficient plant commission and start-ups, 
improved operator training, and enhanced plant safety for employees. Through our commitment 
to providing value-added services, high-quality products and on-time delivery, MSI offers you a 
one-stop, comprehensive source for all your identification needs.

Toll free: 800.234.0135 • Ph: 414.973.1331 • sales@markserv.com
8265 N. Faulkner Road • P.O. BOX 240027 • Milwaukee, WI 53224

ENGINEERING MANUFACTURINGBOM INFORMATION
IMPLEMENTATION ENHANCED WITH MOBILE TECHNOLOGY



AIM Forms Module within  
the AIM Mobile Technology 
platform allows operators  
and managers to communicate 
more effectively. 

Bring Your Safety Check 
and Audit Process into 
the Future, Today!

AIM Forms delivers critical information
Efficient, reliable means of making observations  
and collecting critical operations information

Using handwritten forms means 
valuable employees spend time 
making round after round, filling in 
paper forms and then filing those 
forms. Additional time is spent 
deciphering and keying in all the 
written data, requiring even more 
time to transcribe and format for 
interpretation and use. 

MSI can design and engineer forms to meet 
any application or content requirement.
AIM Forms allows plant operators to 
engage with interactive forms, accessed 
via AIM Mobile Technology. Using a smart 
device, simply scan the equipment 
sign’s QR code, select the appropriate  
form and begin to document 
field observations.

• Access via QR coded tags
• Save form as in progress
• Submit form as complete
• Data is automatically directed  
   to your client portal
• Immediate notification of completed
   form to designated email addresses

No more waiting for hard copy forms to be interpreted 
and entered into a computer, AIM Forms puts 
important operational information in the hands of  
those that need it, allowing the ability to transmit 
critical observations and potential issues to the  
people who can address the situation without delay.

The data collected using AIM Forms can be exported 
into a variety of formats including Excel spreadsheets 
for trending or calculations to make operational 
decisions. In addition, your client portal provides an 
archive of information stored chronologically for audit 
reports and historical reference. 

Put archaic handwritten forms behind you
MSI will tailor AIM Forms to your unique criteria.

Access completed forms 
anytime, anywhere, 24/7.
AIM Forms puts key operational information  
in the hands of those that need it.


